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As coronavirus case numbers continue to tick upwards, 
universities around the country have struggled to balance 
the safety of their employees and students with the need 
to continue pushing the boundaries of human knowledge. 
Caltech, whose core identity is deeply rooted in research, 
has been no exception.

Research ground to a halt in March as undergraduate 
students were instructed to leave campus and labs were 
closed down. In May and June, various departments began 
to slowly open research back up again, with the require-
ment that they submit detailed lab plans (including rota-
tion schedules to allow for social distancing). Undergrad-
uates were still prohibited from entering labs throughout 
the summer.

As the fall term has arrived, some departments have 
also released policies regarding undergraduate research. 
In the chemistry department, undergraduates may partici-
pate in research as long as they take research for at least 9 
units of credit, participate in some coronavirus educational 
training as well as standard lab safety training, are added 
to the rotation schedule, and have a backup plan in case 
undergraduate research must move to remote.

Other departments appear to have been less stringent 
on undergraduate participation. According to Nam Ung, 

the Director of Student Programs in PMA, “Research in 
PMA is limited to only those who are a part of approved 
lab plans”. This is presumably a requirement in all other 
departments as well. It also appears that only in chemis-
try and materials science are students required to take re-
search for credit. BBE, GPS, and PMA did not respond to 
requests to officially comment on their current policies. 

According to Guruswami Ravichandran, the EAS de-
partment chair, “At this point most lab-based research is 
back to normal or near-normal. Theory and computation-
al groups have continued to work remotely. While this is 
not ideal, since in-person collaboration is important, these 
groups have continued to work throughout the pandemic. 
Recently, small, outdoor in person collaboration meetings 
of four people or less have been approved to be held.”

When asked about predictions for winter, spring, and 
even fall 2021, Ravichandran commented, “The Institute 
will be studying the safety of any further reopening plans, 
working with local and state government, and guiding us 
forward.”

Since September 14th, Los Angeles County Public 
Health “Protocols for Institutes of Higher Education'' have 
prohibited colleges and universities from conducting most 
in-person activities. The protocols currently permit faculty 
and staff to “carry out essential research projects.”

UNDERGRADUATE RESEARCH IS MOSTLY REMOTE THIS FALL
Alex Hong | Current Events

Shortly after the fall academic term began, Sar-
ah Sam, the only Black individual on the Commit-
tee on Naming and Recognition, a graduate student 
in Neurobiology, announced her resignation from 
the committee in an open letter addressed to Pres-
ident Rosenbaum, and circulated among the entire 
Caltech community. 

As the president of BSEC (Black Scientists and 
Engineers) at Caltech, Sam has continuously advo-
cated for changes that would improve racial equity 
and diversity on a campus that is already struggling 
at providing opportunities to underrepresented mi-
norities. As a school that does not partake in affir-
mative action, Caltech’s Black and Latinx student 
population is extremely low, with Black students in 
particular making up less than 1% of the total stu-
dent population. This is much lower than the per-
centage at peer institutions like Harvard, Yale, and 
Stanford.

BSEC has wasted no time in attempting to rem-
edy this. The group prepared a 60-page document 
in June outlining all of the steps that the Caltech 
administration could take to dismantle Caltech’s 
legacy of white supremacy and support anti-racism 
efforts, proposing an increase in funding for diver-
sity-oriented programs such as FSRI, a summer 

program for new students from underserved back-
grounds, and efforts to reduce racial bias in admis-
sions. 

The group also proposed a change in the enroll-
ment statistics’ categorizations from “underrepre-
sented minority,” an obscure and misleading term 
that often includes mixed race and racially white 
individuals, to allow for separate categories for 
“Black”, “Latinx”, “Alaskan Native/American Indi-
an”, and “Native Hawaiian/Pacific Islander.”

And, of course, the group proposed renaming 
buildings on campus that currently honor Nazi 
sympathizers and racists from the institute’s past. 
BSEC presented their proposal to key members of 
the Caltech administration at a presentation on 
June 25th.

Despite this dedication to change, it seems that 
progress has been frustratingly slow and even non-
existent for the Black community at Caltech. The 
contents of Sarah Sam’s resignation letter alone 
provide undeniable proof. She describes how sever-
al committee members dismissed Millikan’s views 
as “private” and “a product of the times,” phrases 
often used to justify the memorialization of Con-
federate leaders in Southern states; how committee 
members did not take it upon themselves to read 
the testimonies of victims of the forced steriliza-
tion practices promoted by Millikan’s Human Bet-

PERFORMANCE AND POWER: CRACKS FORM IN THE COMMITTEE ON 
NAMING AND RECOGNITION
Raha Riazati | Opinion

terment Foundation, or to even read the petition 
started by Dr. Michael Chwe; how she came to re-
alize the committee members were apologists for 
eugenics, more focused on defending Millikan than 
having an honest discussion about how he, and his 
compatriots at the Foundation, were a cog in the 
machine of white supremacy. It isn’t hard to see the 
writing on the wall after such glaring assertions, but 
Sam makes it clear for us anyway: “because of the 
unwillingness to condemn irrefutable evidence of 
overt racism,…this committee will be [unable] to 
complete its charges in a responsible way.”

| Continued on Page 5 |

The freshman experience at Caltech is designed 
to acquaint students with the rigor, collaboration, 
and problem-solving that Caltech is known for pro-
viding. However, the realities of remote learning 
have drastically changed how this is occurring for 
the Class of 2024. 

For most first-term Freshmen (affectionately 
known as frosh) at Caltech, a typical schedule con-
sists of Ma 1a, Ch 1a, and Ph 1a, courses designed 
to give students an introduction to their respective 
subjects, in addition to a freshman-level humanities 
course. Despite taking these courses from the com-
fort (or confinement) of their own bedrooms, the 
core curriculum is just as rigorous as ever. 

The challenge of the transition to college-level 
academics isn’t the only one for this year’s frosh. 
The class of 2024 must undertake this difficult tran-
sition over a virtual medium. While Discord, Zoom 
and virtual whiteboards have facilitated collabora-
tion and become staples of the freshman experi-
ence, many frosh have expressed that in-person col-
laboration would be much easier and more efficient.

Luckily, there are a multitude of resources avail-
able for frosh to ease their transition to Caltech’s 
rigorous academics while learning remotely. The 
deans’ office and the Office of Residential Experi-
ence formed extended Living-Learning Groups, in 
a similar format to orientation groups in previous 
years. Each group is designated an RA and two up-
perclassmen counselors to provide a support net-
work in place of the in-person house system. 

CALTECH CONNECTED: HOW FROSH ARE BEING SUPPORTED DURING  
REMOTE LEARNING
Alice Cheng | Current Events

| Continued on Page 4 |

In-person collaboration has now become rare.

Image from @avery.glory on Instagram

From left to right,

Robert Millikan was a prominent member of the Human 
Betterment Foundation and advocated strongly for its agenda. 

(Image credit: Getty Images)

Harry Chandler endorsed many biological distinctions of race. 
(Image credit: Cow Hampshire History Blog)

Thomas J. Watson had strong ties to Adolf Hitler and the Nazi 
Party. (Image credit: IBM Corporate Archives)
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ASCIT BOARD OF DIRECTORS 
TRANSITION MEETING
Minutes for October 11, 2020. Taken by LC Chen.

Officers Present: Varun Shanker, Yuying Lin, Kriti 
Devasenapathy, Arushi Gupta, Rachel Sun, LC Chen

Guests: Megan Wang, Eilleen Zhang, Ayooluwa Odemuy-
iwa, Aditi Venkatesh

Call to Order: 7:00 pm

President’s Report (Varun):
Organization of Transition
Caltech app
Mentoring program
New secretary search
New committee appointments
Club funding
Board Resolutions

Officer’s Reports:

V.P. of Academic Affairs (Arushi): 
ARC appointments 
SFC this year 
Collaboration issues because online format

V.P. of Non-Academic Affairs (Kiriti):
Planning logistics for Rotation

Director of Operations (Rachel): 
Temporary club funding set up 
Little T editor 
ASCIT Finance Manual 
Club Steering Committee transition

Treasurer (Yuying):
Club funding process

Social Manager (Not present.):
Nothing to report.  
Secretary (LC):
Transition Logistics

If anyone has any questions or concerns about a section of 
the minutes please email the appropriate officer. We are 
happy to answer any questions. 

Meeting Adjourned: 7:41pm

CHECK OUT ASCIT'S HOT NEW(ER) BOD
ASCIT BOARD OF DIRECTORS ELECTION RESULTS
President: Yuying Lin

Vice-President of Academic Affairs (ARC Chair): Megan Wang

Director of Operations: Aditi Venkatesh

Treasurer: Eilleen Zhang

Director for Social Activities: Ayooluwa Odemuyiwa

201 votes were cast in this election. Full results can be found below.

Advertise in 
the Tech!

tech@caltech.edu Editors’ Note: The (now redacted) title of this article is not a comment on the 
appearance of any members of the BoD.

ASCIT BOARD OF DIRECTORS 
MEETING MINUTES
Minutes for October 25, 2020. Taken by LC Chen.

Officers Present: Yuying Lin, Kriti Devansenapathy, 
Megan Wang, Eilleen Zhang, Aditi Venkatesh, Ayooluwa 
Odemuyiwa, LC Chen

Call to Order: 7:32 pm

President’s Report (Yuying):
New secretary appointment
Committee appointments
Meeting date for setting annual budget (next week) 
Meeting with administration next week

Officer’s Reports:

V.P. of Academic Affairs (Megan): 
Interviews for ARC secretary 
At-Large ARC reps 
REGIS tutorial for freshmen

V.P. of Non-Academic Affairs (Kiriti):
Rotation planning logistics

Director of Operations (Aditi): 
Met with Club Steering Committee about club funding 
timeline 
Working on club funding 
Met with the Tech

Treasurer (Eilleen):
Met with the Bursar’s

Social Manager (Ayooluwa):
Brainstormed events with Tom Mannion  
Secretary (LC):
New ASCIT Secretary search

If anyone has any questions or concerns about a section of 
the minutes please email the appropriate officer. We are 
happy to answer any questions. 

Meeting Adjourned: 7:48pm

President:

Treasurer: Eilleen Zhang

Director for Social Activities: Ayooluwa Odemuyiwa

Director of Operations: Aditi Venkatesh

Vice-President of Academic Affairs (ARC Chair): Megan Wang

https://caltechcampuspubs.library.caltech.edu/3258/1/Issue%2024%2C%202017-18.pdf
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ASCIT BOARD OF  
DIRECTORS MEETING 
MINUTES
Minutes for October 11, 2020. Taken by LC 
Chen.

Officers Present: Varun Shanker, Yuying Lin, 
Kriti Devasenapathy, Arushi Gupta, Rachel Sun, 
LC Chen

Call to Order: 6:00 pm

President’s Report (Varun):
1 week left until new BoD
Vote!!!
Promote Tom’s ~weekly events
New Caltech app
New STEM outreach program (with Caltech Y
and YWCA)

Officer’s Reports:

V.P. of Academic Affairs (Arushi): 
Option buddies pairings to come out soon (~60 
signups)

V.P. of Non-Academic Affairs (Kiriti):
Planning for Rotation in winter term
Tech support rolled out

Director of Operations (Rachel): 
Tech is up and running virtually 
Still looking for Little T successor 
Club/event funding in the interim

Treasurer (Yuying):
New finance manual

Social Manager (Not present.):
Nothing to report.  
Secretary (LC):
Nothing to report.

If anyone has any questions or concerns about 
a section of the minutes please email the ap-
propriate officer. We are happy to answer any 
questions. 

Meeting Adjourned: 7:44pm

Zoom 
16 May 2020

Present: Alejandro López (Chair), Emily Du (Ll), 
Martin Holmes (Pa), Tarini Singh (Ru), Danny 
Wendt (Da), Antonio Caceres (Av), Eric Smith (Bl)

Guests: none

Call to Order: 18:00 by López

Complaint

The committee discusses an anonymous com-
plaint alleging an election for CRC Off-Campus Rep 
should have been held second term: ‘hi wasnt (sic) 
revcomm supposed to run crc unaffiliated rep too 
whered (sic) it go’

Third-Term Elections and the Pandemic

The committee discusses third term ASCIT elec-
tions including those for Senior Class Co-Presidents 
still scheduled to take place after Tomorrow and 
those for BoD positions that were already delayed 
to first term, in light of the current term being on-

line and the new possibility that next term may be 
online as well. Reps can gather feedback from the 
juniors in their houses on Senior Class Co-President 
elections. (See donut for full minutes; RevComm 
has no additional information on the status of first 
term classes than that which is already publicly 
available.)

Smith moves to rule:

Clarifying the earlier Revcomm ruling (2020.3), 
the Committee has found the following:

The ASCIT elections which have been delayed to 
first term 2020 are a rescheduling of elections that 
should have occurred on 4/20/2020. Both the elec-
torate and the pool of eligible candidates for this 
election will remain the same. Eligible voters and 
candidates for office must have been ASCIT mem-
bers as of 4/20/2020. 

Installation for the elected general offices of the 
Corporation for which elections have been delayed 
shall happen one week after the election.

Wendt Seconds

Vote: 5-0-0

(Chair’s Note: Holmes had to leave early and did 
not vote)

Complaint (cont.)

Further action on the CRC Rep complaint is ta-
bled by unanimous consent.

Adjourned: 19:21

Respectfully Submitted,

Alejandro López

Review Committee Chair

Editor's Note: It was recently brought to our 
attention that these minutes were not published 
in any previous issue so we're including it in this 
issue. We apologize for the inconvenience.

ASCIT REVCOMM MEETING MINUTES

DOMESTIC VIOLENCE/ 
INTIMATE PARTNER  
VIOLENCE  
AWARENESS MONTH
Announcements

VICE PROVOST 
OFFICE HOURS 
Announcements

Cindy Weinstein, Vice Provost, Chief 
Diversity Officer, and Eli and Edythe 
Broad Professor of English, holds 
regular office hours as an oppor-
tunity for undergraduate students, 
graduate students, and postdoctoral 
scholars to meet and discuss topics 
pertaining to the Council on Under-
graduate Education; Caltech accred-
itation; the Staff and Faculty Con-
sultation Center; Student-Faculty 
Programs; the Center for Teaching, 
Learning, and Outreach; and the 
Caltech Diversity Center. 

There are four 15-minute appoint-
ments available per office hour.  
Please sign up by email to aliciac@
caltech.edu and a zoom meeting or 
telephone call will be scheduled.

Vice Provost Office Hours:
Every Tuesday from  
11:00 am - 12:00 pm

Parsons-Gates Hall of  
Administration

Building 31, Room 104
We look forward to hearing  

from you!

http://provost.caltech.edu/vp_weinstein/office_hours

Vice Provost Cindy Weinstein

Write for 
the Tech! 

We're looking for writers 
for the Tech! 

Email tech@caltech.edu or 
contact Devin Hartzell on 

Messenger if you're  
interested!

mailto:mailto:aliciac%40caltech.edu?subject=
mailto:mailto:aliciac%40caltech.edu?subject=
http://provost.caltech.edu/vp_weinstein/office_hours
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In light of recent efforts to reckon with the insti-
tute’s past, it’s no secret that Caltech has had a com-
plicated relationship with racial diversity, not least 
when it comes to undergraduate and graduate ad-
missions. In 1998, The Journal of Blacks in Higher 
Education even called it “the whitest of the nation’s 
25 highest-ranked universities.”

Yet, in the past few years, many changes in the 
admissions process have attempted to increase 
Caltech’s inclusivity and overall diversity.

Admissions to Caltech start at what Jarrid Whit-
ney, Assistant Vice President for Student Affairs, 
Enrollment and Career Services, calls the “pipe-
line.” Whitney has been overseeing undergraduate 
admissions since 2010, and believes Caltech needs 
to focus on getting more diverse students in its ap-
plicant pool and increasing the proportion of stu-
dents identifying as racial minorities who choose to 
accept their offers of admission.

In fact, he identifies as a tribal member of Six 
Nations Cayuga; one of his goals when he took his 
position in 2010 was to bring more students of color 
to campus.

One unfortunate truth Whitney revealed was the 
fact that only 200 African-American students ap-
ply to college each year who have shown that they 
can handle the academic rigor of Caltech and are 
STEM-inclined. In his 10 years at 
the admissions office, the num-
ber of undergraduate students at 
Caltech who self-identify as Afri-
can-American has increased (from 
13 to 40), but the total number of 
200 applicants around the country 
has remained roughly the same.  

According to Whitney, Caltech’s 
reputation as racially exclusive means it often loses 
potential applicants to peer institutions like MIT, 
Stanford, and Harvard. The question is how Caltech 
can improve its ability to identify and connect with 
these students. 

Increasing diversity in the “pipeline” is probably 
the most difficult part of admissions. One reason 
why students don’t apply to Caltech is because of 
the display of scores they used to see on the class 

profile on our website. Many polls and statistics 
demonstrate that higher income students tend to 
score better on standardized tests, so many disad-
vantaged students don’t apply because they don’t 
think they stand a fighting chance. 

Nikki Chun, Director of Undergraduate Admis-
sions, explains that these test scores were there to 
“give some indication of the kind of preparedness 
the [admissions] committee is looking for,” but they 
have been removed in light of testing difficulties 
during the pandemic.

Regarding testing, Chun ensures to advertise that 
testing is “one factor among many.” She emphasiz-
es that the admissions committee is “fueled by the 
context” that the “playing field is not so equal.”

Chun also addressed that Caltech’s priority is to 
select students who will thrive here. It has never 
been a school to broadcast something such as “all 
50 states are represented at Caltech.” For many stu-
dents, “it takes a different level of courage to hold 
an identity that few others do.” Because the college 
experience is built on “relationships and connec-
tivity,” she would never want a student to attend 
Caltech if they don’t feel “safe” and believe that they 
won’t “find their space.”

Due to Whitney’s and Chun’s efforts, many pro-
grams are incorporated to increase diversity in the 
Caltech student body. Whitney began the Up Close 

fly-in program as a way to bring 
underrepresented students to 
campus. 

WiSTEM also began in 2012. 
It’s a one-day showcase of pro-
fessors, researchers, and JPL 
scientists, to encourage young 
women to apply and attend 
Caltech.

Other efforts include partnering with Quest-
Bridge, College Horizon (for Native Americans and 
Hawaiians, which Chun is a board member of), and 
American Talent Initiative.

As for graduate admissions, Professor Tim Colo-
nius chairs the Advisory Committee on Student Ad-
missions and Recruitment, initiated by President 
Thomas Rosenbaum. One of the committee’s goals 
is to recruit "racially minoritized populations."

DIVERSITY IN ADMISSIONS AT CALTECH
Aditee Prabhutendolkar | Current Events

According to Professor Colonius, the committee 
“hopes to understand whether, given the structure 
of the admissions process, are there improvements 
we can make?”. In graduate admissions, “Faculty 
are primary reviewers of applicants... They’re look-
ing for students that they’re going to take into their 
research programs.” As a result, diversity is often 
overlooked by graduate admissions. Unlike under-
graduate admissions, where a class is recruited with 
the big picture in mind, students are individually 
chosen.

 The committee has yet to begin its work, but 
Professor Colonius says that he believes “diversity 
on campus should reflect the diversity of the society 
around us. And if it’s different, we should be asking 
ourselves why. If our competitors have more parity 
between men and women or racial minorities, then 
we know there’s something we should be doing to 
become as good as them.”

One more contested point in Caltech’s ongoing 
diversity issues is the campus’s low population. Of-
ten, the lack of representation is attributed to the 
fact that there aren’t enough students to have ac-
curate representation. While the statistics can get 
skewed from a small sample size, it should be no 
excuse for lack of diversity in admissions. Professor 
Colonius added, “If we’re only making a few offers, 
we should make the effort to get those few students.”

Caltech still has a lot of work to do, especially 
compared to its peers. And although many changes 
need to be made for the institute to better connect 
with students who identify as racial minorities, it’s 
uplifting to see positive changes being made in the 
admissions process.

| From Page 1 |
LLGs (Living/Learning Groups) have proven to 

be useful for some, such as freshman Lynn Yang. 
According to Yang, the presence of LLGs facilitated 
the process of finding not only “people who I can 
collaborate with… [but] also helped me find genu-
ine friends.” 

One tremendous benefit of LLGs is that frosh 
are automatically connected with upperclassmen 
who volunteer to lead these groups. Yang claims 
that they are helpful with both the academic side of 
things, as well as giving general advice such as “ad-
justing to the workload, expectations, and how to 
balance out our schedules.” Despite the multitude 
of roadblocks imposed on collaboration and tran-
sitioning into college in general created by remote 
learning, LLGs have helped many frosh like Yang 
transition more easily into college academics and 
the Caltech community. 

In addition to LLGs, students have access to TAs 
as well as upperclassmen Deans’ Tutors who have 
taken the course during their undergraduate career 
and can offer their advice and knowledge to current 
frosh. Getting a Deans’ Tutor is simple; frosh can 
view a list of available tutors on the Deans’ page 
and contact the tutors to set up a time to discuss 
and review concepts. Each course also has regular 

TAs, who are typically graduate students in the field 
or upperclassmen who have performed well in the 
course in previous years. TAs have designated office 
hours on Zoom that students can attend, whether 
it’s to clarify a concept from lecture, go over a home-
work problem, or to give feedback about the course. 

In fact, even a few fellow frosh have devoted 
some time to helping their classmates. Out of the 
fall term core courses, Ma 001A seems to be one of 
the most challenging. After the Discord server that 
frosh use for collaboration was flooded with ques-
tions about the formal definition of a limit, Sasha 
Tolstoff (‘24) wrote up a thorough explanation of 
the basics of limits of sequences, complete with ex-
amples of the basic definitions and theorems cov-
ered in that week’s lectures. 

When asked why she took the initiative to write 
such a thorough explanation of the material despite 
her busy schedule, Tolstoff told of her passion for 
the Feynman technique, “a concept which suggests 
that the simpler you can explain something, the 
better you can come to understand it yourself.” For 
Tolstoff, this is not only a way to improve her own 
understanding of concepts, but also a way to bring 
others towards that goal while “contributing to the 
development and growth of others,” something she 
believes is important in these trying times. As she 
states, this is “what makes Caltech special and it is 
what makes the aura of STEM itself so powerful.” 

Yang and many other students agree that com-
bined with the regular lectures and recitation sec-
tions, Tolstoff’s notes have helped solidify concepts 
in their mind and make them more confident about 
the material.

The support frosh have received during these 
trying times are indicative of the collaborative ten-
dencies and nature of Caltech. Teaching assistants, 
professors, upperclassmen, and even their own 
classmates are almost always willing to help at any 
time. While students won’t be able to walk into a 
house lounge and find someone to work with, in-
stead they are staying connected through Discord 
and Zoom and can easily find peers to collaborate 
with in the various voice channels. Techers may be 
scattered all over the world, but help is often just 
one click away.

CALTECH CONNECTED: HOW FROSH ARE BEING SUPPORTED DURING  
REMOTE LEARNING
Alice Cheng | Current Events

Advertise in 
the Tech!

tech@caltech.edu

https://www.admissions.caltech.edu/explore/student-life/diversity

 

"The number of undergraduate 
students at Caltech who self- 
identify as African-American 
has increased (from 13 to 40), 

but the total number of 200  
applicants around the country 

has remained roughly the same."
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| From Page 1 |
The university administration’s response to 

Sam’s scathing indictment of the committee was 
swift. Ben Rosen, Chair of the Committee, released 
a statement about his regret at her resignation and 
his faith that the committee would, in fact, com-
plete its charges, a claim quite at odds with Sam’s 
anecdotal evidence. Interestingly, Rosen says in his 
statement, “Eugenics is morally reprehensible. That 
is not up for debate.” Not only does this directly 
contradict Sam’s resignation letter, it begs the ques-
tion: then what is up for debate? Is this committee 
not purported to examine the morality of the afore-
mentioned individuals and the validity of the claims 
that they do not deserve to be honored at one of the 
premier science institutes of the world? If the com-
mittee has acknowledged that the eugenics move-
ment is “morally reprehensible”, and if objective 
historical fact tells us that Millikan, Chandler, and 
Ruddock were the founders of the California eugen-
ics movement, shouldn’t these men also be deemed 
morally reprehensible? It seems to be a simple ap-
plication of logic, yet Rosen calls the committee’s 
task “multi-faceted” and “complex”.

President Thomas Rosenbaum released a state-
ment soon after Rosen, again calling eugenics “mor-
ally reprehensible”, and asked for the Caltech com-
munity to provide their thoughts on the renaming 
in a Community Input Form. Opening up the floor 
to the opinions of the faculty and students seems to 
be a wise choice that makes the renaming process 
more democratic, especially since its result affects 
all members of the community. Yet it is strange that 

this measure only came after Sam’s public exposé, 2 
months after the committee’s formation, almost as 
an attempt to save face rather than a genuine desire 
to hear the voices of Caltech students and faculty.

This brings us to the fundamental problem of the 
Caltech renaming committee: it appears to be pri-
marily performative. Caught up in the social fervor 
of the Black Lives Matter 
movement, many corpo-
rations, among them Dis-
ney and Netflix, pledged to 
hire more Black creatives 
and executives to gain 
good publicity and then 
failed to deliver on their 
promises. Scores of Black 
creatives have reported 
being ignored in the months following June when 
they were previously met with faux enthusiasm. 

The same phenomenon seems to have occurred 
here: put under public pressure and shoved into 
the critical spotlight of the academic community, 
Caltech pledged to reckon with its uncomfortable 
past so as to wear the crown of social progress and 
moral righteousness. But that’s all it is: a crown, a 
sparkly phantom object that quickly disappeared as 
soon as attention was diverted. The mere fact that 
the administration only agreed to implement the 
most airy and non-substantial measure of BSEC’s 
list of fundamental reforms indicates how little the 
Caltech administration truly wishes to change.

Which is why it is absolutely vital that the 
Caltech community keep up the pressure. If there’s 
anything Sarah Sam made clear in her resignation 

letter, it is that she is tired. BSEC, CLASES, and 
the marginalized communities which they repre-
sent are tired. It is not the responsibility of the op-
pressed to do the emotional labor of sitting in on 
committee meetings, enduring constant microag-
gressions, and writing 60-page documents about 
how to mitigate their oppression, especially when 
the material for self-education exists in abundance. 
Yet they do it anyway, because they believe that the 
Caltech community and the nation at large has the 

power and potential to change. 
So it is up to us to do our part 
as well: to listen, to learn, and to 
speak out. This becomes clear-
est in the final section of Sam’s 
resignation letter, which is per-
haps the most powerful and 
also the most uncomfortable to 
read. Here, Sam addresses the 

request for discretion from the committee mem-
bers on discussions and progress occurring at com-
mittee meetings. After all, any question asked of 
students and faculty on the task force thus far has 
been met with a polite refusal to disclose any extra-
neous information out of respect for the all-import-
ant Honor Code, a hallmark of Caltech’s academic 
culture. Yet Sam asserts that staying silent consti-
tutes the true violation of the Honor Code; for only 
by speaking out could she, and can we, ensure that 
the racially marginalized communities at Caltech 
are not simply used for show, but that the reforms 
that are long overdue are finally implemented. 

Editors' Note: The registrar is now gives 
its statistics on students' racial identifica-
tion rather than "underrepresented minori-
ty", a change proposed by BSEC. 

PERFORMANCE AND POWER: CRACKS FORM IN THE COMMITTEE ON 
NAMING AND RECOGNITION
Raha Riazati | Opinion

 
"It is not the responsibility of the  

oppressed to do the emotional labor... 
Yet they do it anyway, because they  
believe that the Caltech community  

and the nation at large has the  
power and potential to change."

The election taking place next Tuesday will be 
one of the most momentous in recent memory, as 
voters across the country decide whether to give 
President Trump another term in office, amidst the 
COVID-19 pandemic, high unemployment, a racial 
reckoning, the confirmation of Amy Coney Barrett 
to the Supreme Court, and ongoing economic un-
certainty. However, the Presidential election (and 
high-profile federal elections) aren’t the only things 
on the ballot next Tuesday. 

The topline contests on the ballot next Tuesday 
are set to draw large numbers of people to the polls. 
Early voting across the country has already set re-
cords, as Florida, Georgia, Texas, and North Caro-
lina (among the Presidential swing states) have al-
ready surpassed 60% of their total turnout in 2016, 
according to the U.S. Elections Project and Profes-
sor Michael McDonald of the University of Florida. 
However, it’s not possible to say whether these early 
voting numbers benefit Democrats or Republicans, 
as polling shows voter enthusiasm is at an all-time 
high for both parties. 

In California, voters get to vote on 12 different 
referenda, ranging from the mundane (bonds for 
state stem cell research) to the impactful (reclassi-
fying millions of gig workers as employees, not in-
dependent contractors). Some of these campaigns 
have drawn tens of millions of dollars in backing 
from corporate and labor interests, with some com-
panies such as Uber, Lyft, and DoorDash spending 
to ensure their own survival. 

California’s Proposition 15 would repeal parts of 
the notorious 1978 Proposition 13, which capped 
property tax rates at 1% of the property’s purchase 
price. Passing this year’s initiative would tax com-
mercial and industrial property at its market value 
beginning in fiscal year 2022-2023, with further 
possible delays for small businesses. The law is ex-
pected to bring in between $6.5 billion and $13 bil-
lion to local governments, many of which are facing 
a budgetary crisis.

Proposition 22 would classify app-based drivers 
as independent contractors, relieving their compa-
nies from certain labor and wage restrictions. Ac-

cording to a New York Times analysis, app-based 
services such as Uber, Lyft, and DoorDash are worth 
a combined $70.5 billion, but none are profitable. 
Despite losing $1.8 billion in its most recent quar-
ter, compliance with state labor regulations is said 
to cost Uber an additional $500 million per year. 
This proposition is largely a response to Assembly 
Bill 5, which prevented wide swaths of gig workers 
from being classified as independent contractors 
beginning this year. 

Other notable referenda in California include 
Proposition 16, which would repeal a referendum 
passed in 1996 which prevents the state from prac-
ticing affirmative action; Proposition 21, which 
would allow local governments to enact rent control 
on housing built as long as 15 years ago (as opposed 
to housing built after 1995); Proposition 25, which 
would replace cash bail with a risk assessment; and 
Proposition 18, which would allow 17-year-olds who 
turn 18 by the next election to vote in primaries.

Pasadena is also set to decide whether to give 
Mayor Terry Tornek another term in office, or to 
elect Victor Gordo, the city’s longest-serving coun-
cilman. Gordo has criticized Tornek’s approach to 
the COVID-19 pandemic and urban planning, as 
well as his decision to withdraw from the San Ga-
briel Valley Council of Governments in favor of a 
smaller organization with La Cañada Flintridge, 
Glendale, and Burbank. Tornek defends his efforts 
to reform the Pasadena Police Department in the 
wake of the shooting of Anthony McClain over the 
summer. 

In Los Angeles County, Jackie Lacey is running 
for reelection for District Attorney against George 
Gascón, who previously held the same job in San 
Francisco. While Lacey is the first woman and first 
black L.A. District Attorney, she has been criticized 
for her reluctance to prosecute police officers for 
fatal shootings, according to an Associated Press 
report. Mayor Eric Garcetti recently changed his 
endorsement in the race from Lacey to Gascón. Lac-
ey is supported by law enforcement organizations, 
while Gascón, a former police officer, has been en-
dorsed by Patrisse Cullors, the co-founder of Black 
Lives Matter, among others. 

WHAT'S ON THE BALLOT: CALIFORNIA AND BEYOND
Devin Hartzell | Politics

However, voters residing in Los Angeles county 
will also get a chance to fund “alternatives to incar-
ceration” in Measure J, which would dedicate 10% 
of the county’s general fund to be appropriated to 
efforts including youth development programs, job 
training, investment in minority-owned businesses, 
rent assistance, health services, and counseling. 

Of course, interesting initiatives are not limited 
to California this November. The city of Portland, 
Maine is asking its residents if they want to solidify 
a ban on use of facial recognition technology by the 
city’s police department, and Massachusetts voters 
will decide whether to adopt Ranked Choice Voting 
and a Right to Repair, which guarantees consumers 
the ability to repair their own electronic devices. 

Alaska voters are also considering Ranked Choice 
Voting, as well as voters in several municipalities 
in California, Colorado, Missouri and Minnesota. 
Mississippi voters are considering switching away 
from an electoral system which lets the state house 
decide the winner if there is no majority, and Flori-
da voters are considering a top-two primary system 
like California’s.

The cities of Oakland and San Francisco are con-
sidering whether 16-year-olds should be allowed to 
vote in city elections, while the City of Honolulu is 
asking its voters to establish a “youth commission” 
to advise its officials on issues important to them, in 
order to strengthen political engagement. 

California's State Capitol 
Credit: Andre m under Creative Commons
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Sunday, Oct. 11 marked the 32nd anniversary of 
the 1987 National March on Washington for Les-
bian and Gay Rights, and the 32nd observance of 
National Coming Out Day. Countless individuals 
around the United States and the world came out as 
queer on various social media and news outlets and 
in private. Since 1987, there have been countless 
events commemorating the fight for LGBTQIA+ 
rights and the significance of “coming out.”

Whether through a heartfelt post on social me-
dia, or singing along to Diana Ross’, “I’m Coming 
Out!”, National Coming Out Day is an opportunity 
for the queer community to embrace and celebrate 
their identities. It also marks the beginning of Na-
tional Coming Out Week, which continues to high-
light issues regarding LGBTQ+ equality. Caltech 
was one of many colleges and community organiza-
tions that celebrated National Coming Out Week, as 
Caltech PRISM, the campus LGBTQ+ organization, 
and the Caltech Center for Inclusion and Diversity 
(CCID) hosted a variety of events supporting and 
celebrating the queer community.

The CCID collaborated with PRISM to have a va-
riety of events and resources available for students 
to celebrate National Coming Out Week. In previ-
ous years when students were on-campus, the CCID 
would set up a lavender door in front of Red Door 
Dining Hall, dubbed the “Lavendoor,” through 
which students can members of the Caltech com-
munity could walk through to “come out,” along 
with signs and setups for posting on social media. 
The CCID would also provide resources at a table 
by the Lavendoor, so that lesser known issues re-
garding queer identity were put front and center. 
Given Caltech’s affiliation with the Jet Propulsion 
Laboratory (JPL), the CCID would also collaborate 
with JPL’s LGBTQ+ organization Spectrum. In past 
years, members of the Caltech student body and 
faculty would join Spectrum in walking and fund-
raising for the LA AIDS Walk, which would typically 
take place in October.

As Abby Jiang (MS ‘23, Ruddock, she/her) of 
PRISM leadership said, PRISM is unique in the 
bonds that form between the undergraduate and 
graduate communities and with JPL. Taso Dimi-
triadis (he/him), Associate Director of the CCID, 
emphasized how the LGBTQ+ community is often 
one of chosen family due to varying support back-
grounds. Speaking on the relations between under-
graduates, graduate students and JPL, he said, “we 
try to utilize a sort of mentorship model with the 
LGBTQ+ students because they might not have that 
same level of support that the other groups [housed 
under the CCID] do in terms of identity and their 
affinity space…there is more of a blending in terms 
of looking at affinity spaces for that group.” Howev-
er, as with other clubs, the virtual setting has made 
community building difficult. Nonetheless, events 
were still put on, such as Queer Me Out!.

Queer Me Out!, held on Friday, October 16, was 
a series of short ten minute presentations given 
by various queer members of the Caltech and JPL 
communities discussing their experiences com-
ing out and being queer while also sharing their 
research. As Dimitriadis put it, PRISM leadership 
came up with the idea for Queer Me Out! “to engage 
undergrads and create a culture where people can 
see themselves and their identities represented in 
STEM.” Speakers included Prashant Bhat (he/him, 
BBE G4), John Bostick (he/him, BBE postdoc), 
Dustin Buccino (he/him, JPL), Amila Cooray (he/
him, JPL), Livia Hecke Morals (she/her, BBE post-
doc), and Josh Zak (he/him, Ch G4).

Aside from the academic diversity, the speakers 
were also of varying sexual and gender identities. 
Dimitriadis described how the CCID has a few key 
goals when planning events: offering relevant re-
sources, providing cultural and celebratory oppor-
tunities so people are proud of their identities, cul-
tivating a connection to one’s STEM identity due to 
Caltech’s STEM focus, and serving specific popula-
tions within a broader community. Thus, Queer Me 
Out! allowed individuals across academic commu-

NATIONAL COMING OUT WEEK ADAPTS TO ONLINE MEDIUM
Ankita Nandi | Current Events

nities to connect and showcased the many different 
queer voices present in various STEM fields.

Despite the challenges, the virtual environment 
increased accessibility to the event; Dimitriadis 
mentioned that if this event were on campus, maybe 
twenty people would have attended due to time re-
strictions and people’s schedules. However, due to 
the ease of attendees simply zooming in from their 
homes and JPL’s current rotation schedule allowing 
for more JPL participation, attendance was around 
50 individuals.

Although National Coming Out Week has con-
cluded, the CCID has more events planned for the 
rest of the term to support the LGTBQ+ communi-
ty. For Transgender Awareness Week in November 
and Transgender Day of Remembrance on Novem-
ber 20, the CCID is holding a safe space hosted by 
a Caltech alumnus in order to provide dialogue and 
engage with and find support for trans individuals 
on campus. The CCID will also continue to hold 
Safe Zone Trainings in order to provide resources 
for allies, and Queer Me Out! will return in late No-
vember or early December so more people can share 
their research and connect to the queer community. 
Even without a formal week focusing on LGBTQ+ 
rights, it’s important to continue supporting the 
queer community at Caltech and beyond.

A screenshot of the Queer Me Out! panelists.

On September 27, war reignited in the Na-
gorno-Karabakh region of Western Asia. The con-
flict originates from the dissolution of the Soviet 
Union in 1988 when ethnic tension grew in the re-
gion between Armenians and Azerbaijanis, leading 
to a full-scale war in 1992, lasting two years until a 
ceasefire was signed. Between 1994 and 2016, low-
er level fighting continued until April of 2016, when 
the Four-Day War occurred, renewing more violent 
border conflicts that escalated until September of 
this year. In short, Nagorno-Karabakh is home to 
ethnic Armenians, recognized globally as part of 
Azerbaijan, and controlled by the self-declared Re-
public of Artsakh.

Since September 27, over 300 people have been 
killed and thousands have been displaced. Increas-
ing conflict led to ten hours of “substantive talks” in 
Moscow on October 10, according to Russian For-
eign Minister Sergei Lavrov, resulting in a tempo-
rary ceasefire. This truce was to allow time for the 
two nations to exchange captured soldiers, as well 
as recover the bodies of those lost. It took less than 
12 hours for this ceasefire to begin breaking down, 
with fresh explosions rocking the region's capital, 
Stepanakert, late evening on the same day. With 
both sides pointing fingers over the fresh bombard-
ment it seems increasingly unlikely that peace will 
be achieved any time soon. With that being said, it 
seems worth it to take a deeper look at this conflict 
that has escalated in recent days and what each side 
wishes to achieve.

What was said in Moscow on October 10?

As stated by Armenian Foreign Minister Zohr-
ab Mnatsakanyan, the peace talks were “rather 
difficult.” He claimed that Armenia wishes for Na-
gorno-Karabakh to be recognized as an independent 
state on the global scale, agreeing with claims from 
self-declared leaders of the region who inculpated 

Azerbaijan for allegedly agreeing to peace talks in 
an attempt to veil fresh attacks.

Even with temporary ceasefires being negotiat-
ed, there is still seemingly little hope for peace any 
time soon. In a televised speech on Friday President 
Ilham Alivyev said that he would be willing to be-
gin talks but would be conceding nothing. He stated 
“We are winning and will get our territory back and 
ensure our territorial integrity . . . Let them aban-
don our territory in peace.” These comments were 
echoed following the peace talks as Azerbaijan’s 
Foreign Minister Jeyhun Bayramov said that Azer-
baijan expected to take control of more territory. 
He also expressed the sentiment that more pressure 
should have been placed on Armenia and that the 
situation could not remain in its current state.

What went wrong?

What went wrong after the negotiations is not to-
tally clear, as both sides place the blame on the oth-
er. According to Armenia’s defense ministry, Azeri 
forces shelled a town within minutes of the truce 
coming into effect, resulting in ethnic Armenian 
forces in the region being forced to respond. This is 
corroborated by the self-declared ethnic Armenian 
authorities in the region who accuse Azerbaijan of 
firing missiles into the civilian neighborhoods of the 
region’s capital. Claims made by the defense minis-
try of Azerbaijan contradict those made by Arme-
nia. Azeri officials state that Armenia was “blatantly 
violating the ceasefire” order, claiming that Arme-
nian forces were firing into the regions of Terter and 
Agdam, both of which are under Azeri control. We 
are no closer to understanding the origins of the re-
surgence either as both sides claim the other fired 
first, unprovoked.

A potential for escalation.

In the past both Russia and Turkey have cooper-
ated in attempts to subdue conflict in the regions, 

however Turkey's recent and direct engagement 
supporting Azerbaijan threatens to escalate the sit-
uation from a local one to a regional one. Turkey, 
who has already ostracized the United States after 
buying weapons from Russia, has seen increasing 
tensions with Russia following a series of blows 
dealt by each side in multiple proxy wars. So far 
Russia, who has connections to both sides of the 
regional dispute, has yet to directly involve itself 
outside of peace negotiations. Azerbaijani President 
Aliyev has warned Russia against involving itself in 
the war militarily.

A new peace deal.

On Friday, October 23, the foreign ministers met 
again in Washington, where Secretary of State Mike 
Pompeo was able to broker a third ceasefire after 
the first and second, both brokered by Russia, un-
raveled.  As expected, minutes after the third cease-
fire came into effect, both sides accused the other of 
violating the new deal, and both claiming that their 
own nation has strictly adhered to the deal.

Watch for more articles as we keep you up to 
date on this intensifying conflict.

WESTERN ASIA FALLS BACK INTO DEEP-ROOTED UNREST
Daniel Contaldi | World News

Credit: Anadolu Agency via Getty Images 

Copyright: 2020 Anadolu Agency
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On October 17, the US surpassed 8 million na-
tionwide COVID-19 cases and is currently averaging 
over 50,000 new infections daily. As the pandemic 
grows in prominence and forces people to readjust 
to a new normal, much of people’s hope lies in the 
rapid development of a coronavirus vaccine that 
would allow for a return to pre-COVID society. This 
brings an important and complex question to mind: 
what is the status of the vaccines that are currently 
in development? 

To understand the progress that companies and 
researchers have made, it is important to first un-
derstand the timeline of a vaccine’s creation to dis-
tribution. First, the treatment must be developed 
in the laboratory and undergo preclinical testing 
on cells and animals. Once its preclinical efficacy 
is confirmed, it then moves into Phase 1 in which 
a small number of participants are tested on for 
safety and proper dosage. Following this, Phase 2 
and 3 expand into hundreds and thousands of par-
ticipants respectively. Phase 3 is particularly critical 
in the development process, as the vaccine is com-
pared to placebo treatments. 

A study can be paused or put on hold at any point 
during the three phases in the case of an unexpected 
result or perceived failure. After successful comple-
tion of all phases, the vaccine then enters the legal 
process of acquiring production and distribution 
approval, from which widespread vaccinations can 
begin. To expedite the trial process, many adminis-
trations and developers are choosing to run Phase 1 
and 2 simultaneously. 

Of the 60+ vaccines that have entered the clin-
ical trial phase (passed preclinical testing), only a 
few have reached Phase 3 and limited use approv-
al. These vaccines can be categorized by the treat-
ment type into 5 categories: genetic, viral vector, 
protein-based, inactivated coronavirus, and repur-
posed vaccines. Below are some of the most promis-
ing vaccines of each category.

Genetics Vaccines:

Moderna Therapeutics’ approach uses mRNA 
sequences to produce viral proteins in the body. Be-
ginning development in January, their mRNA-1273 
vaccine has been one of the leaders in the race to 
vaccine development, and is currently in Phase 3 in-
volving 30,000 volunteer patients (began July 27). 
They have been given over $2.5 billion in support 
from the US government in exchange for 100 mil-
lion doses once approved. Canada has also agreed 
to purchase 20 million doses. Completion is pro-

jected to be at the end of 2020 or early 2021, before 
entering the legal approval process.

The German pharmaceutical companies Pfizer 
and BioNTech have partnered on a similar mRNA 
vaccine that entered Phase 3 on the same day as 
Moderna’s product. They expanded their trial to in-
clude 43,000 participants in September and gained 
permission to begin testing on children 12+ years 
old this month. This the first and only vaccine to 
gain testing permissions for minors in the US. The 
US, Japan, and EU are slated to purchase a total of 
over 320 million doses if successful. Completion of 
clinical trials will be at the end of October at the ear-
liest.

Viral Vector Vaccines:

Both CanSino Biologics (China) and Gamaleya 
Research Institute’s (Russia) vaccines contain engi-
neered adenovirus Ad5 as the primary method for 
carrying coronavirus genes. Both vaccines entered 
limited approval phases in August with question-
able validity due to a lack of information on their 
clinical trial results. 

Janssen Pharmaceutica, owned by Johnson & 
Johnson, is currently in Phase 3 testing for their 
vaccine derived from adenovirus Ad26. The study 
was paused last week due to an unexplained illness 
in a participant. They have, however, received over 
$1 billion from the US government in exchange for 
100 million doses should the vaccine be approved. 
The EU is also planning to purchase 200 million 
doses.

AstraZeneca (England) and the University of 
Oxford’s joint vaccine development, based on chim-
panzee adenovirus ChAdOx1, is currently paused 
for Phase 3 testing in the US, but is continuing in 
other countries. The treatment known as “Covish-
ield” in England and India caused a spinal inflam-
mation called transverse myelitis in a participant 
last month and led to the sustained pause in the US. 
The EU is planning to purchase 400 million doses 
if successful.

Protein-Based Vaccines:

Novavax has been awarded $1.6 billion from the 
US government and $384 million from the Coali-
tion for Epidemic Preparedness Innovations for 
their protein-based vaccine, which entered Phase 3 
trials last month in the UK. They are also planning 
for additional testing in the US later this month. An 
agreement was made last month with the Serum In-

stitute of India that would allow them to manufac-
ture up to 2 billion doses annually once the vaccine 
is approved (planned early 2021).

Inactivated Coronavirus Vaccines:

Sinovac Biotech and Sinopharm (China) have 
separately developed a total of three vaccines using 
weakened coronaviruses. Trials for these vaccines 
are currently in Phase 3 being tested in the Unit-
ed Arab Emirates, Argentina, and Brazil. Sinovac’s 
vaccine named “CoronVac” has been given emer-
gency approval for limited use by the Chinese gov-
ernment for medical workers, high-risk personnel, 
and public service workers. They are planning for 
worldwide distribution in early 2021. Similarly, 
Sinopharm’s two vaccines have been cleared by the 
U.A.E. for emergency approval for healthcare work-
ers. The only information shared on its safety has 
been a dat set released in September.

Repurposed Vaccines:

There have been various clinical trials for vac-
cines originally created for other viruses. The only 
one known to be in Phase 3 is Murdoch Children’s 
Research Institute’s (Australia) BRACE trial that is 
using the Bacillus Calmette-Guerin vaccine, origi-
nally developed for tuberculosis. They are current-
ly looking to see if it can partly protect against the 
coronavirus. 

It is evident that there is significant progress be-
ing made on the developmental process for a coro-
navirus vaccine. However, many drugs remain in 
Phase 3 and will most likely remain so until at least 
the end of this year. 

Yet, the public has high hopes for the develop-
ment of an effective vaccine by early next year, with 
many governments awarding grants to companies 
and promising to purchase millions of doses once 
approved. Additionally, the US Centers for Medi-
care & Medicaid Services has partnered with CVS 
and Walgreens to provide free coronavirus vacci-
nations to residents and workers in long-term care 
facilities once a vaccine is approved by the US Food 
and Drug Administration. This initiative will allow 
those in nursing homes, residential care homes, and 
adult family homes, along others, to gain access to 
a vaccination without financial concerns. The world 
remains optimistic for rapid vaccine development 
and approval as the end of 2020 approaches with 
no signs of returning to “normal” by 2021.

THE CURRENT PROGRESS OF A CORONAVIRUS VACCINE
Haruna Tomono | World News

Welcome back to Amazon Skymall! For those of you 
that haven't kept up, each time this column is pub-
lished, we hold a raffle where we [not] randomly se-
lect one of our lucky readers and give them the item 
of their choice from our hand picked selections! This 
time, you can even click/tap on the item images to go 
to their respective Amazon pages! Oh technology~

AMAZON SKYMALL
Kenny Thai | Columnist Enter this week's raffle by using the 

QR code (right) or the link below:

https://forms.gle/f9v5amg7Jbud3ymM8

Note that we (still) make no claims that the 
winner of the raffle is determined randomly

NO
It seems like "NO" is back 
after its crushing 5-0 vic-
tory over Sara Fish in the 
ASCIT elections! After its 
victory in last issue's Am-
azon Skymall, it seems like 
our most frequent item 
can't be stopped!

Ever used the nonexistence of 
perpetual motion machines in 
one of your proofs? Well think 
again! This device seems to take 
advantage of the infinite energy 
source known as the "power out-
let" to do what we once thought 
was impossible!

You hear that?  They're selling gold now on 
Amazon! They must have taken it straight 
from the hands of a fool if they're selling at 
that price. Ooooooh! Maybe that's why it's 
called fool's gold! It all makes sense now! And 
according to the seller, it can even heal! Better 
get your chunk now while they're still practi-
cally giving them away!

Now hold on just a second. I 
shouldn't be the one you call a 
snake oil salesman when Am-
azon's the company responsi-
ble for selling and distribut-
ing it! I do wonder, though, 
how do they get the snakes' 
oil? We may never know...

https://forms.gle/f9v5amg7Jbud3ymM8
https://www.amazon.com/Aceite-Culebra-Oz-Snake-Oil/dp/B00BBIWSVY/ref=sr_1_7?dchild=1&keywords=snake+oil&qid=1603507994&sr=8-7
https://www.amazon.com/Dey-Designs-Pyrite-Specimen-Crystal/dp/B081XVK78P/ref=sr_1_23?dchild=1&keywords=fool%27s+gold&qid=1603508015&sr=8-23
https://www.amazon.com/Westminster-Nova-Electronic-Perpetual-Motion/dp/B004USLWS2/ref=sr_1_5?crid=3600RTBHQVHR5&dchild=1&keywords=perpetual+motion+machine&qid=1603508043&sprefix=perpetual+motio%2Caps%2C257&sr=8-5
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Under normal circumstances, Rotation would 
have been over and done with by this point in term. 
But of course, these circumstances are anything but 
normal and the question of Rotation still looms in 
the air. I’m sure we’re all raring for the in-person 
Rotation we all deserve to happen one day, but in 
the meantime, we’re stuck with that Rotation itch 
and seemingly no way to scratch it. However, have 
you ever considered having your own top-tier Ro-
tation experience at home as a (better?) alternative 
to in-person Rotation? No? Well, let me enlighten 
you!

So, let’s start out as you do by answering a stupid 
question: why is it called Rotation in the first place? 
Well, during normal Rotation, we would have many 
a young prefrosh “rotating” around the houses, 
looking for people who they’ll create top-quality 
memes make good memories with for the next few 
years. This is great and all, but the energy required 
to walk around to each house can be incredibly 
daunting! It already takes 10 whole minutes to walk 
from one end of campus to the other. Caltech stu-
dents don’t have the time and energy for that kind 
of exercise! Don’t fret though. The simple alterna-
tive is to move around one’s house while spinning 
in circles. Not only can one experience the thrill of 
rotating around a house, but this thrill can be ex-
perienced at a fraction of the energy cost. If that’s 
too much effort for you, getting an office chair and 
rolling around in that is even more energy efficient! 
No more dying before your sets are done because 
you’re out of breath from walking around.

Of course, if we’re talking about Rotation, we 
can’t forget about the fine CDS dining experience 
provided at every dinner. You might think that 
any food would work if you’re having your Rota-
tion experience at home, but you’re dead wrong. 
Replicating the CDS experience is an art to be mas-
tered. Don’t worry, though - I’ll get you started with 
some tips. The meals you choose for your at-home 
Rotation experience must follow strict guidelines. 
Whether you order take-out or cook your own food, 
you must ensure that your first Rotation meal is 
good, but not too good. It should all go downhill 
from there, with the level of steepness dependent 
on your desired level of realism, your level of mas-
ochism, and how much you think you miss CDS 
food*. If you really miss your fantastic experiences 
with cheeseburger soup, by all means, make some 
cheeseburger soup for dinner! Bonus points if you 
cook your food at 360  (the angle, obviously) or mix 
random substances from your refrigerator together 
to make yourself a cursed drink. The benefit here is 
the degree of freedom you’re allowed to have with 
your dinners: you decide how you much want to suf-
fer!

Once you’ve had your fill of “CDS” food, it’s time 
for a quintessential part of any house dinner: an-
nouncements. There are many ways you might ap-
proach announcements during your Rotation at 
home. Perhaps you’ll check your emails for anything 
important. Perhaps you’ll Google the intro for your 
favorite movie about bees and start reading aloud. 
Perhaps you’ll pour water on yourself because you 
were misbehaving during dinner. Perhaps you’ll 
record yourself saying “This is a stalling announce-
ment” and loop it for minutes on end. Whatever 
the case, you’ll want to ensure that your Rotation 
announcements contain the perfect mix of import-
ant and extra important content. Just like with your 

choice of food, that mix is up to you, which is one of 
the beauties of Rotation at home.

Of course, what’s a Rotation experience without 
some Rotation videos to watch? Sure, you might 
not be able to watch or help make videos about the 
Caltech houses, but every time a door closes, a new 
one opens. With your at-home Rotation experience 
comes the opportunity to consume media on things 
much more intimately related to the act of rotation, 
such as:

Earth

Quaternions

Dead or Alive’s You Spin Me Round

Ph 1a lectures

The 6 (yes, 6) Sharknado movies

On-campus Rotation videos might teach you 
some things about the Caltech Houses, but what’s 
the point of those videos if they have nothing to do 
with rotation in the first place? As you can clearly 
see, the media consumed in an at-home Rotation 
experience is much more relevant than any House 
Rotation video could ever be! This is only more 
evidence that Rotation at home is not only an al-
ternative to the typical Rotation, but a superior al-
ternative. Just be careful not to pause while you’re 
consuming your rotation media - that would be a 
rotation violation. We wouldn’t want the IHC to 
come hunting you down, now would we?

So there you go! Maybe you’ll have a surprisingly 
fun time with at-home Rotation. Maybe you’ll use 
these ideas to stave off your in-person Rotation 
desires for just a bit longer. Maybe you’ve stopped 
reading by now. Whatever the case, just know that 
Rotation might be more feasible than you think.

*Real talk though, I really miss Red Door’s roast 
turkey sandwiches and grill nights… :(

THE SECRET ALTERNATIVE TO IN-PERSON ROTATION
Norman Chung | Humor

THE BEST CODDAMN TECH ARTICLE YOU WIL 
EVER READ I'M SO SORRY KENNY
Maggie Lee | Humor

Ah yes the tech my favorite publication

I love the tech so much

I wonder if Kenny, the all around one man tech write is watching me

I hpe he’s proud of me

That’s it that’s the news this week

Nothing else

Editor's Note: im proud of u maggie

Me: “can we have Rotation on-campus?”
Admin: “we have Rotation at home”
Rotation at home:

o
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One of the biggest choices you will make in 
Caltech is choosing your major; or, as we call it here 
(but not really), your option. While prefrosh/frosh 
are not required to make their choice until spring, 
it is never too early to give some thought to the fu-
ture. As such, I would like to make my case as to 
why, when spring comes along, you should consider 
choosing the math major.

(Disclaimer: The ARC has not approved this, nor 
have they approved of anything I have ever done.)

1. Everyone’s favorite class from core is obviously 
Ma 1a. I daresay this is not a coincidence, nor is it 
something I totally made up. Every Caltech student 
who hears the words “equivalence relation” and 
“supremum” feels something turn deep inside. Is it 
fear, disgust? No. It is an inkling of the true path.

2. What is it everyone finds most dissatisfying 
about other subjects? Lack of rigor. It is abundantly 
clear that the reason people struggle with subjects 
such as physics is because they are not nearly rigor-
ous enough. After all, how can one expect to under-
stand Fourier analysis without first understanding 
the Lebesgue integral? Obviously, the best way to 
treat this is to choose the most rigorous major.

3. Carl Friedrich Gauss once said, “Mathemat-
ics is the queen of sciences.” This alone should be 
reason enough to consider this subject. Given that 
Gauss revolutionized number theory and explained 
how to properly eat pizza slices, his opinion should 

not be discarded lightly.

4. Mathematics is good for the soul. Its purity 
cleanses the mind, just as how blasting fiber supple-
ments cleanses the gastrointestinal tract. Compare 
this to the far more popular computer science ma-
jor, whose devotees trade their souls to Mammon 
within the first year.

5. If you become a math major you will have a 
reason to spend a lot of time in Linde Hall, which is 
where you can find the good chalk.

6. Many famous figures from history were math 
majors. Consider for instance Theodore Kaczynski 
(better known for other work), who not only ma-
jored in math but also served as a professor before 
he was famous.

7. Just as learning Latin will help you learn ev-
ery other Romance language, learning math will 
help you learn every other lower subject, including 
physics, applied math, computer science, geophys-
ics, and economics. After all, what is quantum me-
chanics but functional analysis with more experi-
ments and less rigor? What is computer science but 
combinatorics with higher pay? What is economics 
but analysis where the variables represent money? 
What is geology if not using math to count rocks? 

8. Math majors learn things the right way. Every 
Caltech student learns about vector fields in Ph 1b 
as the association of a vector to every point in space. 
But it is through higher math that you learn what 
is obviously the better way to think of them: as sec-
tions of a tangent bundle.

WHY YOU SHOULD BE A MATH MAJOR 
Justin Toyota and Alice Gottlieb | Humor

9. The ultimate goal of Buddhism is to become 
free of the suffering of existence by casting away ego 
and ignorance. In much the same way, math majors 
cast away their temporal shackles by purging them-
selves of the false idols known as “motivation” and 
“intuition.”

10. Many other majors have things that are hard. 
But in math, you soon realize that everything is, in 
fact, completely trivial.

11. As a math major, you will have free license to 
throw around phrases like “trivial”, “elegant”, “ca-
nonical”, “obvious”, and “exercise left to the read-
er.”

12. The math major provides the opportunity and 
background to learn the most important of all theo-
ries, category theory. There are many perks to such 
a path. You get to throw around strange jargon that 
makes you sound quite intelligent, such as “func-
tor,” “universal property,” “coproducts,” or “cofree 
cocomplete coalgebra.” You get to look at things and 
say, “Oh, that’s just a [categorical construction]. It’s 
trivial.” You get to prove things by drawing arrows 
and following them around the board. The categor-
ical approach is a pathway to many abilities some 
consider to be very natural, and the benefits speak 
for themselves.

13. Most importantly, those who study math will 
learn the art of careful and exact thought. Mathe-
matics is built on deductive reasoning, and those 
who study can learn to think good.

The Microwave is a revolutionary new product 
that is sure to revolutionize the way you enjoy your 
food. Well, it's been on sale for a couple months 
now, and it's a great bargain, especially when you've 
got an app that allows you to download the app in 
just seconds and start eating right out of the hand!

The Microwave app lets users enjoy their food 
without having to wait for food to arrive at their 
table. The app lets users simply point their smart-
phone at a restaurant menu and accept their order, 
trust the servers to transmit the food to their table, 
and then simply start getting it.

Um, ha. This sounds pretty good to us! What 
can't we do?

The Microwave app is now available on iOS and 
Android devices, and it's easy to download. Just log 
on to the Microwave app, point your smartphone to 

a restaurant menu and make your order electroni-
cally, and you're just a few seconds away from eat-
ing. It's that simple.

You can log on to the Microwave app and order 
a meal at a different restaurant on your computer, 
but that's it. That's not the Microwave app. We don't 
know where Microwave orders come from or where 
they get to go. It's just that we find it's effective, and 
we're pleased customers appreciate the convenience 
and feel of handling everything electronically.

The Microwave app lets you order a restaurant in 
the bathroom of the city of Cincinnati and it's right 
in front of the city. So why not put it in front of the 
city? The Microwave app lets you order a restaurant 
in the bathroom of a city.

The Microwave app even lets you check the gas 
gauge of your car before you begin driving -- and it's 
even on a phone!

We've been using the Microwave app for years 
now, and we can't imagine going back to our lousy 

CREATIVE WRITING
Vidalia O. Botalot | Columnist

old phone. The original Microwave was the best. It 
was cool, fast, and loaded with features. The app's 
new features are seamless and really convenient.

Sound good?

The Microwave app was also the first to allow 
customers to order the perfect birthday party, too. 
Now there's nothing like ordering a restaurant and 
receiving an order from the restaurant and then or-
dering the right place and having it with drinks. We 
couldn't have imagined this halfway through the 
Microwave app's lifespan, but that's just what Mi-
crowave customers are up to.

With the Microwave app, you can order your 
wings from the restaurant, too. And the Microwave 
app lets you order the perfect martini. The Micro-
wave app lets you order the perfect martini.

The Microwave app is available now on the App 
Store for anyone who wants to get in the mood for 
eating. 

you shouldn't look at the 
next page. to distract you 
and make you forget that 
a next page exists, here's 

a bonus article (below)!
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Following the release of this year’s second issue 
of The California Tech, there have been a few ques-
tions raised about the potential for abuse of power 
in the elected position of Tech Editor, so the edi-
torial staff of this publication has put independent 
researcher Kenny Thai in charge of investigating 
the potential misdeeds of current Tech Editor Ken-
ny Thai in the previous issue along with the alleged 
election meddling done by a team of his predeces-
sors. The investigation's findings are as follows:

Addressing the first point regarding "Kenny's 
Conquest", for those unaware, on the day of the 
2020 ASCIT Board of Directors election (October 
12, 2020), Thai created and published an issue of 
the Tech which had multiple anomalies surround-
ing it which the researcher has been tasked with in-
vestigating. These include:

1. A credits box that credited him for nine out of 
its eleven roles.

2. Distributing the issue without the knowledge 
of the rest of the Tech’s staff.

3. The delay in publication of a humor article 
sent to him before publication to promote a false 
narrative within the issue.

4. Writing an abundance of articles for which he 
will presumably get paid disproportionately more 
than his fellow contributors that usually submit one 
or two articles per issue.

The investigation dismisses all four of these com-
plaints for the following reasons:

1. Thai had shown that he believed that he de-
served credit for the nine roles he took on, as evi-
denced by his article, “Kenny’s Conquest”, printed 
directly to the left of the credits box on the same 
page. Since by precedent, the Tech Editor deter-
mines the contents of the credits box, and Thai is 
without a question an elected Tech Editor, this com-
plaint is invalid.

2. The issue was distributed with full support of 
the de facto Tech Editor team which includes (but is 
not limited to) all current elected Tech Editors, gar-
nering widespread approval and no negative com-
ments. We should also note that the existence of de 
facto Tech Editors has had years of precedence (see 
the RevComm decision to the right). These editors 
have no experience or contribution requirements 
and have no method of removal by members of the 
ASCIT corporation aside from the elected Tech Ed-
itors. Their existence allows the publication to be 
run far more efficiently.

3. Toyota and Gottlieb’s “Why You Should Be a 
Math Major” (on the previous page) was sent after 
the deadline for accepting submissions. This dead-
line was set by primary Editor-in-Chief Devin Hart-
zell to be Saturday afternoon. The pair’s article was 
submitted at 1:06 AM Pacific Time on the day after 
by Toyota, invalidating this concern.

4. Thai is unable to allocate his own salary. This 
is the responsibility of the Tech’s business manag-
er, Daniel Goncalves Contaldi, who was credited as 
such in the very issue in question. Thai simply made 
the editorial decision to publish multiple articles in 
the absence of other submissions, a privilege he 
maintains due to his elected position as Tech Editor.

Addressing the second point relating to election 
meddling, the research team was also sent to in-
vestigate the humor article “Why is Tech Editor an 
Elected Position?” by G. Kuo, published in the same 
issue as candidate statements for Tech Editor (pub-
lished March 6, 2017). The article reads as follows:

This has been a mystery for me for a while. 
Well, the thing that I really wonder about is 
what if the “incumbent” editors lost? Would we 
train the winning team? What would stop us 
from just going “here’s the combo to the room, 
figure the rest out yourself.” I suppose elections 
for Tech editor could prevent abuses of “power”, 
like pandering toward our personal interests...
Speaking of power--Sophie, Dan, and Milan, I 
really enjoyed your candidacy statement, but 
I have to say that us editors (well, except the 
sports editor, hmmm) have already chosen to 
forgo getting a salary in the best interests of the 
paper, and even then we don’t have money (??). 
Would love any suggestions.

Anyway, regardless of the outcome of this 
very contentious election, I wholeheartedly wel-
come Sophie, Dan, and Milan to the newspaper 
team. We meet most Thursdays at 5pm in the 
SAC! 

Love, definitely not Jon Cotler. 

The aforementioned Tech Editor candidate team 
of Sophie, Dan, and Milan viewed this as “a hit piece 
against the candidacy of Sophie, Dan, and Milan,” 
as written in their candidate statement the follow-
ing year (published March 6, 2018). Fortunately, 
analysis of this article has already been done by the 
ASCIT Review Committee (RevComm) in the after-
math of its initial publication, conveniently also in-
cluded in the candidate team’s statement:

Hi All, 

Multiple concerns were reported with re-
spect to the Tech’s short editorial “Why is Tech 
Editor an Elected Position?”; specifically, that it 
uses ASCIT funds allocated to the Tech in a way 
which could potentially influence the election, 
and uses knowledge of the opponent’s candidate 
statement, both advantages not readily available 
to the other candidate team. 

RevComm has determined that while this ed-
itorial was inappropriate, this was an attempt at 
humor that was not intended to affect the elec-
tion or to be taken as a serious piece. Students 
can join the Tech Editorial team at any time, so 
Katherine was under the impression that she, 
Jon, Sophie, Milan, and Dan could all be editing 
together regardless. She thought that this was 
common knowledge, and as such thought that an 
humor editorial joking about Tech Editor elec-
tion would be seen as amusing by the undergrad-
uate population. 

We are forwarding a clarification from Kath-
erine: 

“About three things I was absolutely positive. 
First, Jon was a vampire. Second, anyone could 
be a Tech editor and join anytime. And third, the 
Tech editor election held no weight in the pro-
duction of the newspaper.” 

ABUSE OF POWER? IN THE TECH? IMPOSSIBLE!
Kenny thai | Humor

From this decision, we can comfortably conclude 
that there have been no instances of this alleged 
abuse of power in the article in question. It is as 
Kuo asserted in the article in question, “I suppose 
elections for Tech editor could prevent abuses of 
‘power’, like pandering toward our personal inter-
ests.” After all, the job of Tech Editor, like all elected 
ASCIT positions is incredibly insecure. According to 
the ASCIT bylaws,

ARTICLE VIII--RECALL

SECTION 1. Any elected officer may be re-
called in a special election. A special election 
shall be held upon presentation of a petition 
bearing the signatures of twenty percent (20%) 
of those eligible to vote for the office or by re-
quest of the Review Committee. Signatures will 
be valid only if the petition was signed not more 
than seven days before it was submitted to the 
Board. On the question of whether or not the of-
ficer shall be recalled, an affirmative vote from 
two-thirds (2/3) of the voters shall suffice to re-
move him from that office; otherwise they shall 
continue.

This 2/3 threshold should be trivial to surpass 
if an elected official has indeed committed such an 
abuse of power. After all, it would be highly uneth-
ical for a member of ASCIT’s corporation to vote 
in such a special election while having any sort of 
personal relationship or vested interests with an 
elected official. Fortunately, we can trust that those 
with such relationships will choose to abstain from 
voting and allow justice to be served, should that be 
the conclusion reached by the vote.

Additionally, even if the trivial 2/3 threshold 
cannot be reached, members of the corporation 
can always wait until the next regularly scheduled 
election for the position where a vote of less than 
50% can often lead to a legitimate victory being won 
over the incumbent. Pay no mind to the rampant 
complaints about the voting system; RevComm will 
throw those complaints out anyways.

We all know that incumbents want to stay in 
their seats for as long as possible. No one would 
ever knowingly abuse their power in an unpopu-
lar way even if they were effectively immune from 
removal because they would not want to diminish 
their chances in the next election!

I hope this has definitively shown that the po-
sition of Tech Editor has no potential for abuse of 
power.

Respectfully submitted,

Kenny Thai

Editor's Note: get owned nerdz

This week’s recommended Tech usage 
after reading: find the primary  
sources for this article using the 

Caltech Library's archives!
They go back to 1946!

https://youtu.be/GGU1P6lBW6Q
https://caltechcampuspubs.library.caltech.edu/view/publication/California_Tech.html

